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ABSTRACT 1 

The effect of the addition of lithium trifluoromethanesulfonate (LiCF3SO3) on the 2 

linear viscoelastic properties, crystallization behavior, and mechanical properties of 3 

poly(lactic acid) (PLA) was studied. The glass transition temperature (Tg) was enhanced 4 

by adding LiCF3SO3, without any loss of transparency of the PLA. This was attributed 5 

to the ion-dipole interaction between the lithium cation and oxygen atom in the PLA 6 

carbonyl group. The interaction weakened at higher temperature. Consequently, the 7 

rheological terminal region was clearly detected, which suggested that the system 8 

possessed good melt-processability. The Young’s modulus and yield stress at room 9 

temperature were also enhanced by the addition of LiCF3SO3, although the toughness 10 

was reduced due to the brittle failure. Finally, the presence of LiCF3SO3 retarded the 11 

crystallization of PLA, because the segmental motion of the PLA chains was reduced. 12 

 13 

Keywords; Poly(lactic acid); Rheology; Crystallization; Glass transition temperature 14 

15 
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Introduction 16 

Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) is a well-known biomass-based plastic. It has various 17 

attractive properties, such as carbon neutrality, biocompatibility, biodegradability, 18 

optical transparency, and good processability [1-5]. Therefore, PLA and its 19 

blends/composites have been studied greatly and used in many applications including 20 

packaging and housing of electronic products [6-8]. However, its application is still 21 

limited by its poor heat resistance [1-5,9], because the glass transition temperature (Tg) 22 

of PLA is around 60 °C. A well-known method for enhancing the heat resistance is to 23 

increase the crystallinity [1-5]. PLA containing a large amount of crystals exhibits 24 

similar dynamic mechanical properties to isotactic polypropylene in the solid state [10]. 25 

Much effort has therefore focused on enhancing the crystallization rate of PLA. The 26 

addition of nanofillers was proposed for this purpose [11,12], and is now utilized in 27 

industry. Addition of nucleating agents [13-15] and/or plasticizers [16-18] can also 28 

enhance the crystallization rate. However, high crystallinity usually results in opaque 29 

materials owing to light scattering. There is a strong demand for a new technology to 30 

prepare transparent PLA products with good heat resistance. 31 

Increasing the molecular weight and introducing crosslinking points will generally 32 

enhance the Tg of polymers [19,20] including PLA [21-23]. However, these techniques 33 

also tend to result in PLA losing its good melt-processability, and thus are not 34 

recommended. In the case of ionomers that have a carboxylic acid group in the polymer 35 

chain, the ion-dipole interaction acts as a crosslink point which enhances the Tg [24-26]. 36 

Increasing the temperature leads to this interaction weakening, which in turn leads to 37 

thermoplastic properties. This strategy for material design can be used to improve the 38 
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heat resistance of PLA. The enhancement of the Tg of poly(methyl methacrylate) 39 

(PMMA) by adding a specific lithium salt was reported recently, despite PMMA 40 

containing no acidic or hydroxyl groups in its main chain [27]. In this system, segmental 41 

motion was reduced by the ion–dipole interaction between the lithium cation and 42 

PMMA carboxyl group, at temperatures around the Tg. Furthermore, the interaction 43 

decreased at high temperature [27]. Although such interaction is expected in various 44 

polar polymers, there have been a couple of reports only on PMMA [28,29]. Moreover, 45 

the effect of the ion-dipole interaction on crystallinity has not been clarified yet in our 46 

previous reports. 47 

In the current study, we added lithium trifluoromethanesulfonate (LiCF3SO3) into 48 

PLA, i.e., one of the most important polyesters and biomass-based materials, to reduce 49 

the segmental motion by exploiting the ion-dipole interaction. The rheological 50 

properties in the molten state, crystallization behavior, and tensile properties in the solid 51 

state were investigated for the resulting blends. The reduced segmental motion of PLA 52 

due to the interaction with the salt affected the viscoelastic properties and thermal 53 

properties including the crystallization behavior. Although the LiCF3SO3 addition loses 54 

the cost-performance, these findings must provide basic information pertinent to 55 

designing various polar polymers including biomass-based plastics. 56 

 57 

Experimental 58 

Materials 59 

Two types of commercially available PLA were used. One was crystalline PLA 60 
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(cPLA) containing 1% D-lactide. The other was amorphous PLA (aPLA) containing 12% 61 

D-lactide. The number-average molecular weight (Mn) and weight-average molecular 62 

weight (Mw), as evaluated by gel permeation chromatography (HLC-8020, Tosoh, Japan) 63 

using TSK-GEL GMHXL as a polystyrene standard, were Mn = 9.8×104 and Mw = 64 

1.7×105 for cPLA and Mn = 1.0×105 and Mw = 1.7×105 for aPLA. Details of the PLA 65 

samples are described in our previous papers [30,31]. LiCF3SO3 was purchased from 66 

Kanto Chemical and was used without further purification. 67 

 68 

Sample preparation 69 

Prior to melt-mixing, PLA pellets were dried at 80 °C for 4 h under vacuum. PLA 70 

and LiCF3SO3 were mixed in a molten state using an internal mixer (Labo Plastmill, 71 

Toyo Seiki, Japan) for 5 min, with a blade rotation speed of 30 rpm. Mixing was 72 

performed at 180 °C for aPLA and at 200 °C for cPLA. The concentrations of LiCF3SO3 73 

were 0, 5, 10, and 20 wt.%. The obtained mixtures were dried at 160 °C for 4 h under 74 

vacuum, and then compressed into flat films 300 µm in thickness by a compression-75 

molding machine at 200 °C under 30 MPa for 90 sec. The resulting films were cooled 76 

at 25 °C for 3 min. The films were then used immediately to avoid the effects of 77 

moisture, since it is known that the moisture may affect the Tg greatly [32]. 78 

 79 

Measurements 80 

The temperature dependence of dynamic tensile moduli was measured from 25 °C 81 

to 200 °C using a dynamic mechanical analyzer (Rheogel E-4000, UBM, Japan). The 82 
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frequency and heating rate were 10 Hz and 2 °C/min, respectively. 83 

The frequency dependence of the oscillatory shear modulus was measured using a 84 

cone-and-plate rheometer (AR2000ex, TA Instruments, USA) at various temperatures 85 

from 90 °C to 180 °C, under a nitrogen atmosphere. 86 

The thermal properties were evaluated using a differential scanning calorimeter 87 

(DSC) (DSC 8500, PerkinElmer). The samples were heated from 25 °C to 190 °C at a 88 

heating rate of 10 °C/min, and then cooled from 190 °C to 25 °C at a cooling rate of 89 

2 °C/min. Analyses were carried out on approximately 10-mg samples encapsulated in 90 

aluminum pans. 91 

Infrared spectra were collected using a Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) 92 

analyzer (Spectrum 100, PerkinElmer, USA) at room temperature. The measurements 93 

were performed in the attenuated total reflection (ATR) mode using KRS-5 as an ATR 94 

crystal. 95 

Tensile tests were performed using a uniaxial tensile machine (LSC-50/300, Tokyo 96 

Testing Machine, Japan). Dumbbell-shaped specimens with an initial gage length of 10 97 

mm were used for tensile tests. Specimens were cut from the sample films using a 98 

dumbbell cutter (SDL-200; Dumbbell, Japan). One of the cross-heads of the uniaxial 99 

tensile machine moved at a stretching speed of 10 mm/min; i.e., an initial strain rate of 100 

0.017 s‒1. The average value of 10 measurements was calculated for each sample. 101 

 102 

Results and discussion 103 

The temperature dependence of dynamic tensile moduli such as the storage 104 
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modulus (E’) and loss modulus (E’’) for aPLA containing LiCF3SO3 is shown in Figure 105 

1. The profiles in Figure 1 are typical of the dynamic mechanical properties for 106 

amorphous polymers. The glassy and transition regions are clearly detected with the 107 

end of the rubbery region. The storage modulus in the glassy region is around 2 GPa 108 

for pure PLA, which is not affected by the LiCF3SO3 addition. Around at Tg, the E’ 109 

drops off sharply, whereas the E” shows a sharp peak. It is apparent that adding 110 

LiCF3SO3 greatly enhances the Tg. The peak temperature of the E’’, i.e., the Tg, is 111 

located at 65 °C for pure aPLA, 68 °C for aPLA with 10 wt.% LiCF3SO3, and 72 °C for 112 

aPLA with 20 wt.% LiCF3SO3. The width of the E’’ peak becomes slightly broad, and 113 

therefore the E’ gradually decreases, especially in the high temperature region. This 114 

suggests that the relaxation time distribution also becomes broad. 115 

 116 

Fig. 1 Temperature dependence of dynamic tensile moduli such as the (a) storage 117 

modulus (E’) and (b) loss modulus (E”) at 10 Hz for (black) aPLA, (blue) 118 

aPLA/LiCF3SO3 (90/10), and (red) aPLA/LiCF3SO3 (80/20). 119 
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Photographs of the samples are shown in Figure 2. It is found that adding 121 

LiCF3SO3 improves the heat resistance of aPLA, without loss of optical transparency. 122 

 123 

 124 

Fig. 2 Photograph of 300-µm-thick films of (left) aPLA, (center) aPLA/LiCF3SO3 125 

(90/10), and (right) aPLA/LiCF3SO3 (80/20). 126 

 127 

Figure 3 shows the dynamic mechanical properties for cPLA containing LiCF3SO3. 128 

For pure cPLA, the storage modulus significantly decreases at around 60 °C because of 129 

the glass-to-rubber transition, and then increases again at above 85 °C. This is attributed 130 

to cold-crystallization, which is often observed for crystalline PLA products obtained 131 

by rapid cooling [18]. Specifically, the sample preparation conditions employed in this 132 

study, i.e., cooling at 25 °C in a compression-molding machine, are quenching 133 

conditions which do not allow cPLA to become sufficiently crystallized. Cold-134 

crystallization occurs at high temperatures for the samples containing LiCF3SO3, 135 

because the addition of LiCF3SO3 enhances the Tg. The modulus finally decreases at 136 

170 °C, which corresponds to the melting point. The melting point decreases with 137 

increasing LiCF3SO3 content. This result suggests that the size of the PLA crystallites 138 

generated during the measurement decreases with increasing LiCF3SO3 content. Cold-139 

20 wt.%10 wt.%0 wt.%
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crystallization occurs at high temperature because of the reduced segmental motion, so 140 

the crystallites cannot grow as much in samples containing LiCF3SO3.  141 

 142 

Fig. 3 Temperature dependence of dynamic tensile moduli such as the (a) storage 143 

modulus (E’) and (b) loss modulus (E”) at 10 Hz for (black) cPLA, (blue) 144 

cPLA/LiCF3SO3 (90/10), and (red) cPLA/LiCF3SO3 (80/20). 145 

 146 

The effect of the addition of LiCF3SO3 on the FT-IR spectra of the blends, 147 

particularly on the carbonyl symmetric stretching region, is shown in Figure 4. It is well 148 

known that strong electrostatic interaction with oxygen atoms in carbonyl groups 149 

provides the shoulder in the low wavenumber region as demonstrated in the blends of 150 

PMMA and LiCF3SO3 [27]. The peak broadens in the low wavenumber region upon the 151 

addition of LiCF3SO3, irrespective of the type of PLA (i.e., aPLA and cPLA). This 152 

suggests an ion-dipole interaction between the lithium cations dissociated in PLA and 153 

carbonyl groups. This interaction leads to reduced segmental motion, and is responsible 154 

for the Tg enhancement and retarded cold-crystallization behavior. 155 
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    156 

 157 

Fig. 4 FT-IR spectra for (a) aPLA/LiCF3SO3 and (b) cPLA/LiCF3SO3. 158 

 159 

Master curves for the frequency dependence of oscillatory shear moduli are shown 160 

in Figure 5. The measurements were performed for the aPLA system, to avoid the 161 

effects of crystallization. As seen in the figure, the time-temperature superposition 162 

principle is applicable to pure aPLA and aPLA containing LiCF3SO3, in the temperature 163 

range of 90‒180 °C. 164 

 165 

Fig. 5 Master curves of frequency dependence of oscillatory shear moduli at the 166 

reference temperature of 150 oC for (a) aPLA and (b) aPLA/LiCF3SO3 (80/20). 167 
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 168 

There is an obvious difference between the samples in the high frequency region. 169 

The gap between the storage modulus G’ and the loss modulus G’’ at high frequencies 170 

is large for pure aPLA, indicating that the sample is in a rubbery region even at 105 s‒1. 171 

In contrast, G’’ is almost equal to G’ at high frequencies (105–106 s‒1) for the 172 

aPLA/LiCF3SO3 (80/20) blend, suggesting the transition region. This is due to the glass-173 

to-rubber transition occurring at high temperature, i.e., at low frequency. The lowest 174 

frequency of the rubbery region shifts to high frequency upon the addition of LiCF3SO3; 175 

therefore, the rubbery region of the blend is narrower. In the low frequency region, the 176 

flow (terminal) region is clearly detected as reported for conventional PLA samples 177 

[33]. Since the slopes of G’ and G’’ are 2 and 1, respectively, the rheological terminal 178 

parameters such as the zero-shear viscosity (η0), steady-state compliance (Je
0), and 179 

weight-average relaxation time (τw), can be calculated from the following equations: 180 

0 0

"lim G
ω

η
ω→

=              (1) 181 

0
20

lime
GJ

Gω→

′
=

′′
            (2) 182 

0
0w eJτ η=              (3) 183 

The values calculated at the reference temperature 150 °C are η0 = 5.3×103 (Pa s), 184 

Je
0 = 1.4×10‒5 (Pa‒1), and τw = 7.5×10‒2 (s) for aPLA, and η0 = 1.1×103 (Pa s), Je

0 = 185 

6.0×10‒5 (Pa‒1), and τw = 7.6×10‒2 (s) for aPLA/LiCF3SO3 (80/20). The τw is almost the 186 

same for both samples, although the blend shows a lower η0. Since the blend shows a 187 

higher Je
0, it has a broad distribution of the relaxation time. The ion-dipole interaction 188 

presumably affects the relaxation time distribution. 189 
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The ion-dipole interaction also affects the crystallization behavior of cPLA, as 190 

indicated in Figure 3. DSC cooling curves for cPLA/LiCF3SO3 blends at a cooling rate 191 

of 2 °C/min are shown in Figure 6. The exothermic peak ascribed to the crystallization 192 

is detected at 112 °C for pure cPLA, which is consistent with results from a previous 193 

study [10]. The peak shifts to lower temperature upon the addition of 5 wt.% LiCF3SO3, 194 

and becomes very weak in the curve for cPLA/LiCF3SO3 (90/10). These results 195 

demonstrate that adding LiCF3SO3 retards the crystallization growth for cPLA. This is 196 

attributed to the reduced segmental motion of PLA chains by the ion-dipole interaction. 197 

Finally, no peak is detected upon the addition of 20 wt.% LiCF3SO3, despite the slow 198 

cooling rate. In other words, 20 wt.% of LiCF3SO3 is good enough to provide the “anti-199 

crystallization” property for cPLA, leading to a transparent product without scattering 200 

entities originated from crystalline structure. 201 

 202 

 203 

Fig. 6 DSC cooling curves at a cooling rate of 2 °C/min, for cPLA/LiCF3SO3 with 204 

different compositions. 205 
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 206 

Furthermore, these results suggest that the blends with LiCF3SO3 may be utilized 207 

for transparent applications with improved heat resistance due to the Tg enhancement 208 

even using PLA samples with a low concentration of L-lactide. 209 

The mechanical properties in the solid state were evaluated by tensile testing using 210 

aPLA/LiCF3SO3 blends. Stress-strain curves for aPLA/LiCF3SO3 are shown in Figure 211 

7. Both stress and strain are engineering values. As summarized in Table 1, adding 212 

LiCF3SO3 greatly enhances the Young’s modulus and yield stress. The results indicate 213 

that the rigidity is effectively enhanced by the ion-dipole interaction. In contrast, the 214 

blends exhibit brittle behavior, which leads to the decrease in the mechanical toughness. 215 

This problem will be severe as increasing the LiCF3SO3 content. Presumably, the 216 

applied stress of the blends is beyond the critical one of crazing, or the critical stress 217 

for shear yielding increases upon the addition of LiCF3SO3. Moreover, the decrease in 218 

the density of the entanglement couplings by the LiCF3SO3 addition, which is believed 219 

to provide brittle fracture, plays an important role. In either mechanism, another 220 

technique will be required to improve the mechanical toughness of the blends with 221 

LiCF3SO3. The addition of rubbery materials, one of the most well-known methods, 222 

and the appropriate annealing treatment to reduce the critical stress for shear yielding, 223 

which leads to ductile behavior as reported recently [30,31], are highly recommended. 224 
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 225 

Fig. 7 Stress-strain curves for aPLA/LiCF3SO3 with different compositions. 226 

 227 

Table 1  Tensile properties of aPLA/LiCF3SO3 blends 228 

LiCF3SO3 content 
(wt.%) 

Young’s Modulus 
(GPa) 

Yield Stress 
(MPa) 

Elongation at 
Break (%) 

0 1.50 51.7 340 
10 1.68 52.8 6 
20 1.79 57.1 6 

 229 

Conclusion 230 

The structures and properties of PLA/LiCF3SO3 blends were studied. Adding 231 

LiCF3SO3 restricts the segmental motion of the PLA chains. This is attributed to the 232 

ion-dipole interaction, which is pronounced at around the Tg. As a result, the Tg is 233 

enhanced for both aPLA and cPLA, without loss of transparency. The Young’s modulus 234 

and yield stress of aPLA are also enhanced by adding LiCF3SO3 with the reduced 235 

mechanical toughness due to brittle fracture. The restricted segmental motion greatly 236 

decreases the crystallization rate. Consequently, the crystallization peak is not detected 237 
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for cPLA/LiCF3SO3 (80/20), even at a slow cooling rate of 2 °C/min. Cold-238 

crystallization, which is detected by dynamic mechanical analysis, occurs at higher 239 

temperature upon the addition of LiCF3SO3 because of the Tg enhancement with the 240 

restricted segmental motion. The ion-dipole interaction becomes weak at high 241 

temperature. Therefore, the rheological terminal region is clearly detected. This 242 

suggests that adding LiCF3SO3 does not significantly affect the melt-processability, 243 

although it broadens the distribution of the terminal relaxation mode. Considering that 244 

the ion-dipole interaction between the carbonyl group and lithium cation is responsible 245 

for the phenomenon, a similar result is expected for various polyester materials. 246 

 247 
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